
 
 

 

 

 

Dear Ms. ABC  : 

                       It would be a pleasure for us to be able 

to help you with your query. We have tried to address 

your query at priority along with BONUSEs to help you. 

 

 

Your Birth details: 

email id  

 

August  18th 1990 

12:00 Noon 

delhi 

 

Month of birth 

8 

dob 



18 

year of birth 

1990 

time of birth 

12:000 

first name 

ABC 

middle name 

 

last name 

XYZ 

minutes of birth 

00 

hour of birth 

12 

place of birth 

Delhi 

country 

India 



 
A) The Lord of 7th house of Marriage or Long-term 

Relationship- What kind of Partner  is Promised 

you?: 

 



The lord of the 7th house is Jupiter and is ruled by 

Pisces. So the core personality of your would be 

husband would be. 

 

Physically, Pisces individuals are generally full and of 

normal stature since they are an. It is the main 

indication of the Zodiac which can go up against 

various appearances. The eyes are frequently sharp, 

appealing, very altered or moderate, and practically 

trance like. The entire physical make-up gives an 

impression which is some way or another a person 

could be foggy, secretive, considerate and calm. Really, 

Pisces' outward appearance is difficult to characterize, 

also to their identity which remains totally tricky!  

 

An endeavor to characterize Pisces' look is an almost 

inconceivable test. This is definitely how they can be 

perceived!  

 

 

B)Additional Influences on Lord of & 7th House- 

How could the modify The partner Type 

 

The lord of 7th house Jupiter is in Kendra 1st house and 

aspects 7th, so gives a dharma outlook to help people 

and at the same time. There is an aspect of ketu sitting 

in 9th house , so not only gives fair enough spiritual 

inclinations. It makes the person or the partner 

exceptional, action oriented and may have strong 

positive or negative connections with father. 

 

The dispositer mercury of Jupiter is combust, so 

decisions about marriage might be made in haste. 

 



Money or monetary issues to the life partner could 

creep in at times.whenver Jupiter is weak in transit or 

mercury sub period runs. 

 

 

What are the Infuences That are coming on 

the 7th House- and how would the affect 
Your Life Partner & Relationship. 

Jupiter ruling 4/7 is aspecting the 7th. 

So there is a slight kendradhipati dosha, so means the 

person or partner may generally follow dharma and be 
close to mother. 

The Navamsa or D9 Divisional Chart 

Evaluation Based on Lord of 7th in D1 and 
Karaka Jupiter 

Jupiter is the karaka for husband and for you the lord 
of the 7th house and aspects 7th house and rules family. 

So over all blesses your husband, relationships and 
married life. 

In d9, Jupiter is fair in 11th along with ketu, rules 6/9th. 

So good for marriage and suggests a partner who may 

earn fair and yes might have fair enough spiritual seed 
karma in him due to Jupiter and ketu being together. 

Your emotional desire for a partner could be very 

strong, but discretion in getting into marital connection 

is needed. In getting the right person you may face 
jealousy and antagonism by some people. 

As indicated earlier you partner would also be 



 Active types and action oriented 

 Would have good deal of physical courage in him 

 Interest in occult and astrology 

 He would be resourceful and bale to solve 

problems 

 He might also be at times more than usual 

possesive and jealous- and due to this emotional 
upsets and issues might creep in. 

What does d9 chart say about your life 
Partner as an independent Chart of Your 
Life partner. 

As Jupiter is in 11th house of d9 in 2nd sign of Taurus, 

he would be a practical and down to earth person along 
with above qualities already described. 

Also as Taurus is the 9th sign in your lagna chart, so 
this reinforces his religious inclination and being lucky. 

Special cases Considerations for marriage 
like delays, divorcee, number of marraieges 
etc based on D9 chart. 

Also the moon is ascendant of d9 is in 12th. So gives 
some stress due to marriage or travels with husband. 

It gets good energy from venus and mercury ruling 

good houses. 

The second house sun is placed it gets good influence 

The 7th house lord Saturn though it a bit weak in 

angular houses like 5th with rahu. So might cause 

obstacles and issues in marriage to happen. But yes 
the promise of marriage is there. 



As 7th house lord is with malefic, there is a slight 

chance of more than one marriage. Unless the 

marriages delayed for some time. But as moon is weak 
in 12th so chance is very rare, 1 in 10000. 

Your lord of 7th house is fair, in d9 and in d1, the d1 

lord is weaker than 7th lord so spouse from a fair status 
family 

Jupiter – suggest your spouse would be fair or more 
whitish complexioned. 

Married life would be fair enough as lord 7th is in 5th 

house.But strong conflict might creep in due to mars 

ruling 8th in d1 and rahu close to Saturn the lord of 

d9(7th house). 

The accuracy of all above would depend on the 

accuracy of the birth time. If in doubt one may order 
BTR (birth time rectification). 

http://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-report-

accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-life-naadi-

predictions/ 

 

Suggested Remedies 

 Shiva  chalisa is a must 

 Om Namoha shivaye daily 108 x as 
many times would help a lot. 

 

 

 

http://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-life-naadi-predictions/
http://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-life-naadi-predictions/
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We wish you all the best in Life, 

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 

 
 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 

Given Below: 

 

 astrozing.com@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 


